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Dear NW Members
I am sure you like me will be glad that the worst of the winter weather hopefully is now behind us and the lighter nights
are coming, and all being well we can look forward to a great spring period and a long hot summer
It seems strange that we can have moorland fires in February as has happened on the moors recently on the West
Yorkshire and Greater Manchester borders prompting the setting up of multi-agency SCG’s and TCG’s to manage the
response . It just shows how unpredictable and extreme our weather can be these days, and this clearly re-enforces the
need to plan for all eventualities.
Talking about unpredictability and we can see from the reports in the media of the situation we are in over the UK exit
from the European Union as planners, planning for the difference scenario’s presents its own difficulties and
unfortunately we don’t have that crystal ball to see where we need to focus.
So planning for Brexit has been one of the most challenging work-streams most of us will have encountered, and
frustratingly most of that planning work will inevitably be never used. But I suppose that in most cases this is the same
for all types of resilience planning we hope it will never happen, we plan for the worse and hope it never happens. But in
the case of Brexit we know there will be an impact we just don’t know what that will look like.
A reminder of the ongoing terrorist threat we face came just this last week with the devices found in both London and
Glasgow which again emphasised that we don’t know where the threat might come from but the need for emergency
planning and preparedness is an essential tool in keeping people and our country in general safe and resilient to any attacks.
As a Branch we have worked hard to provide training events that give you the members the knowledge and experience
of ‘lessons learned’ to ensure you are better prepared to both plan and respond to major incidents that affect our region.
In particular I refer back to the excellent event held at Manchester Metropolitan University in October with the excellent
speakers that gave up their time to explain and recount their experiences of the Manchester Arena Attack as well as the
thoughtful presentation of the findings of the Kerslake Report. How fortunate that we are as an organisation to have the
contacts and links to set up events that really support us in our profession.
So to that end we as a Branch have been busy preparing some really interesting study days that are only available
through your membership of the EPS. The first one is scheduled for Tuesday 19th March at the Liverpool Cruise
Terminal and in addition we are really pleased to have our National Chair Jacqui Semple attending the event, a first since
her appointment as Chair last year, Jacqui will be able to give us an update on the EPS nationally and the work that is
being done on behalf of members as well as the opportunity for members to ask questions. There are others in the
planning stage which we will let you know about as they progress.
Please take the opportunity to attend these events as they are designed specifically for you and are both topical and
relevant to the threats and risks we all face. They are very much about giving you that knowledge and awareness of
lessons learned, improving your skills as planners and exploring the ways in which you might make the most of being
able to test and exercise your plans.
So finally please remember we aim as a Branch to help and support each other in our day to day work, to keep our region
prepared, safe and resilient during these challenging times. The year ahead will bring its own challenges but remember
you are never alone there is always someone who has that experience and knowledge to help and that is what we strive to
provide as part of the wider Emergency Planning Society network.
If you need anything please ask!
Take Care and Be Safe
Andy
Andrew Swapp Chair EPS North Branch

Emergency Planning Society National (……….& Branch event)
Next Branch Event
Don’t forget—you still have time to book our Liverpool event on Tuesday 19th March details of
which are on the EPS web site, which also provides the opportunity to listen to our National
Chair Jacqui Semple talk about the EPS at a national level and as the leading professional body
representing resilience in the UK what impact it is having on civil contingencies and the wider resilience world .
If you wish to attend please contact our Events Organiser Bernard Kershaw to book a place the
closing date is Wednesday 13th March. Email :-bernard.kershaw123@btinternet.com

DON’T DELAY—BOOK TODAY

Emergency Planning Society— Study Day

Executive
Members
Chair: Andrew Swapp

Thanks to Stewart Hosking-Durn; Head of Resilience
and Patient Flow at Lancaster Hospital for hosting the EPS
Vice Chair: Julie Ferguson
Branch Study day and AGM on 26th September 2018
This branch event was well attended and the group
welcomed a few new members in attendance for the first
time.
Stewart gave an overview of the University Hospitals of
Morcambe Bay NHS FT size, typical incidents and how
they liaise with multi-agency partners being spread effectively over two LRFS and
linking into many different reporting groups.
The comprehensive presentations covered :

Cyber attack on the NHS—”Wannacry”—phased response and a contained
recovery. The importance of internal “confirmed” communications and how you
manage/deliver that. IT service desk capability 24/7? What are your Priority
functions?

Beast from the East and its impacts upon the hospital and how it tested the planned
mitigation measures -generators /communications (analogue lines and radio) and
staff support (overnight / food /etc.).

HazMat response capability

Treasurer: Jenny Jones
Secretary: Jenny Jones
Events: Bernard Kershaw
Comms: Rachel Hutchinson
Tweeter:

???

It was agreed that the Newsletter
would only be issued twice a year
from now
All articles gratefully received.

With an opportunity for questions all the way through. This was a really informative
morning with lots of interest in the subject matter and learning points picked up by a lot
HAVE YOUR SAY
of the audience additional points of learning were that 1 week in hospital equates to 1-%
loss of muscle tone! Another point was What better way than through
about the healthy living promotion of
this newsletter - Contact:
everybody walking one mile a day in
any weather.
Jenny Jones
The presentations will be shared
shortly

Jenny.Jones@
westlancs.gov.uk
Or

Rachel Hutchinson
Rachel.Hutchinson@
blackburn.gov.uk

AGM 26th September 2018

AGM Branch Meeting 26th September 2018 (pm)
AGM agenda and minutes will be shared shortly
The National report from Andy Swapp will be shared on request
Membership—NW Branch numbers are down slightly but we are maintaining a 100 members. There are changes to the Fellow grade of
membership to the EPS society — Fellows now have to be nominated having accomplished
recognisable achievements in the field of EPS.
There is a new chair of the EPS—Jackie Semple (see page 2) who will be joining us at the next Branch Study day on 19th March 2019 in
Liverpool.
Election of Officers - The current list of officers are ………………
Chair:
Andrew Swapp
Vice Chair: Julie Ferguson
Secretary: Jenny Jones
Events:
Bernard Kershaw
Comms:
Rachel Hutchinson

MEN
ARENA
attack
event
The officers
were happy
to standrecovery
again for theseminar
next year, there
were30/10/18
no additional nominations and the current officers were

voted in again.

It was noted that there was a need for a contact in Merseyside/Cheshire—Carole Billington from the Environment Agency was happy to
support in this role
Finally it was agreed that there would be an interview with a new member for the magazine for which Bill McMahon (was) volunteered. See
below for the exciting “Five Questions for Bill”.

Five Questions for Bill…….
Over a coffee on a very sunny morning in Lancashire; Rachel and Bill McMahon sat down to discuss life, the universe and
everything ….apparently number 42 is the answer ….if only it were that simple!
Bill McMahon is a new member of the Emergency Planning Society having joined a year ago; so we thought that it may be a
good idea to hear Bill’s thoughts on the EPS and the North West branch.
Q. What are your initial thoughts on the EPS as a new member? Gr eat!...I’m currently undertaking a Post Grad Certificate of Education and one of the areas I have been studying is about developing a ‘Community of Practice’. For me, the EPS North West branch is
a prime example of this. The group shares their good practice, knowledge and also their challenges. I joined in April 2018 and have
attended all of the study days and events so far—these are really beneficial as we can all learn from each other especially with the
branches’ wide variety of knowledge and experience.
Q. What was your previous role? I was pr eviously a Chief Super intendent for Lancashir e Constabular y over seeing Specialist
Uniform Policing. This meant I was responsible amongst other things for firearms, public order, mounted and dog sections. I was also
the Lancashire Resilience Forum Chair for 3 years which increased my knowledge of our multi-agency partners right across the county
which was a fantastic opportunity working with some great people. I also made some very useful and resourceful contacts through this
forum. During this time, I led the policing for various high-profile operations such as the Open Golf Championship and a challenging
four and a half month trial at Preston Crown Court. I then worked in my last year for HMIC as Chief of Staff and was based in Leeds
but regularly in London and across the north of the UK. More latterly I started to work at the University of Central Lancashire (UCLan)
as a lecturer in Policing and taught international law, human trafficking and the work of the International Criminal Court and last year
led a visit to The Hague with students to actually visit the Court and meet staff there.
Q. What is your current role at UCLan? I star ted in a newly cr eated post as Emer gency Management Lead last year . I am
working with really supportive individuals who see the real benefits from planning and testing ourselves around preventing and/or managing emergencies. With my policing background I am embedding the JESIP principles and reviewing our existing plans. We now
have trained Strategic, Tactical and Operational staff in place; various rooms that can be used as our “ops” room, grab bags and a regular training programme which includes HYDRA facilities. The more you train, the more you reduce the nerves for when something really happens. We have a campus which stretches from Preston to Burnley to Cumbria and Cyprus with over 30,000 students and 3,000
plus staff so we are working hard, within Student Services, to promote safety and wellbeing for students and staff.
We are also currently working to secure ProtectEd accreditation for the University in the holistic provision of wrap
around help and support for students across a wide range of areas including welfare, accommodation, counselling
and emergency management arrangements.
Q. What are your thoughts for the future? I want to continue to develop and deliver emer gency planning at
UCLan and build on the use of HYDRA intensive training.
Q. What is your ideal Sunday? Tr ying not to think about Monday!!! No ser iously, my Sunday is about ir oning my shirts, preparing work for the next week, doing some of my PG Cert studies, followed by a run and all before Match of the Day!!
Thanks Bill, that was really interesting.

Joint Branches Study Day - North West Branch and Yorkshire &
Humber Branches
Recovering From an Emergency: Manchester Arena Attack 30/10/18
This joint event was hosted at the Manchester Metropolitan University on the 30th October 2018.

The day consisted of a number of professionals giving their experiences of the actual attack or their response to the attack with recovery considerations.
The guest speakers were excellent giving detailed, emotional, brutally honest and moving presentations about
their experiences of their involvement in the actual incident, or response to and recovery from the attack at the
arena on the 22nd May 2017.
Andrea Bradbury (member of public) spoke of her background in counter terrorism and the thought process she
had for her and her family as she was actually caught up in the foyer during the incident.

Supt Mark Dexter (Police & Firearms Commander) gave an overview of Operation Plato and the police response
implementing JESIP practically and not just in principle. He also gave a very good example of logging by Dictaphone to write up later so not to miss anything.

Mick Lawler (GM Fire & Rescue Service) was very honest in his presentation about criticism received in light of
the Kerslake report and talked about some of the inaccuracies highlighted. JESIP was also discussed here echo
ing the need to embed it practically and not just in exercises.
Derek Poland (NWAS Operational Commander ) highlighted the timings of and volume of calls received by
NWAS. He also noted that NWAS had to improvise and use whatever they could as stretchers to move injured
people as quickly as they could.

Emmanuelle Pennarun (BRCS Senior Emergency Response Officer) provided a lot of valuable information abou
welfare and psychological support they provided to mortuary staff, response staff and the public. The “We Love
Manchester” fund started 24 hours after the incident so there is a need to be ready to go with a donations page
with auditable mechanisms to distribute donations as soon as possible; and then start to think about memorials
as well as soon as you can.

Misbah Haque (Business Continuity Manger Salford University) talked about the fact that Salman Abedi had previously attended Salford Uni and how this fact caused some tensions on campus and put the campus under a lot
of media scrutiny with press turning up on campus.
Dr Hugh Deeming (Kerslake Enquiry) gave a full presentation on the Kerslake report - hindsight brings a fuller
perspective about actions made on the night in real time
with limited information. He also raised awareness of the
NSPCC report commissioned for the children's perspective on the incident.

The feedback from the event was really positive and
the audience really appreciated the time that the
speakers gave to the event to share their experiences
and insights.

Save the Dates …….
Monday 16th September 2019
University of Central Lancashire which promises to be an interesting day exploring the use of the Hydra SUITE to run
structured exercises.
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Twitter ….Tweeter ……...Could this be you?
Do you have what it takes to keep the membership of the North West Branch and wider up to date with what we are
achieving as a branch?
Can you make small talk meaningful in only 160 characters?
Can you keep the conversation going — even if no one is talking back to you?
If you have said yes to all of the above ….
Then you are the person we are looking for!
Please contact Andy Swapp for a chat about
the role.

Etc………….
Storm Desmond and beyond
It is now over three years since the impact of Storm Desmond was felt in
the North West and beyond but the after effects are still being addressed.
Many lessons were learnt from that event impacting on planning and
responding to emergencies across a wide area and over an extended
period.
Recovery was part of that critical process and in December 2018 a report
sponsored by Cumbria Resilience Forum formally titled “A review of
recovery processes following Storm Desmond’s impacts on Cumbria” was
formally published and placed in the public domain.
This Review was undertaken by HD Research (Hugh Deeming is
member of EPS and was also a member of the Kerslake Review into the
Manchester Arena bombings speaking at the EPS North West and
Yorkshire and Humber EPS Branches on 30th October 2018)
The Review provides a comprehensive account of the complexities of
undertaking recovery. Setting the recovery process in context with a summary of the impacts of Storm
Desmond the Review goes on to detail the transition from the acute phase into recovery, describing the
strategic management and the numerous sub groups that were established to deliver the recovery process
including health and welfare, community, finance, infrastructure and housing.
The Review provides a valuable insight into the recovery process which is enhanced by the fact that it not only
deals with immediate time period after the flooding but gives a longer time perspective through to October
2017.
This Review stands as valuable reference document and provides a wealth of information for anyone engaging
in delivering recovery from any major incident and will help to ensure that the challenges faced in the delivery
of the recovery process can be met.
The Review is available on the Cumbria County Council’s public website at: https://www.cumbria.gov.uk/
Landing_page/emergenciesandyoursafety.asp Listed under “Publications and Reports”, it is a 4MB PDF
document.

Bernard Kershaw Emergency Planning Advisor.

Help please ……..Request for Assistance

Jeannie Barr MEPS I Director for Professional Standards & Learning
E: Education.Director@the-eps.org M: 07702 887856

Jeannie is trying to set up a task and finish group to look at creating an Emergency Planning Apprenticeship, there are
already a number of interested parties keen to see it progress but it needs more support and engagement from EPS
members, it is the perfect opportunity to have some input in the future of the profession of emergency planning and to
support both young and older individuals in taking up a career in EP.
If there is anyone out there that has a small amount of time and wishes to get involved please email or call Jeannie to
discuss.

